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Abstract 

In the past several decades, automation of handling equipment has been a worldwide 

trend in seaport container terminals. Increasing automation of yard handling vehicles 

not only reduces the cost of terminal operation, but also increases the efficiency of 

container transport. However, the primary loss of performance in the transhipment 

process is caused by the uncoordinated allocation and scheduling of quay cranes, yard 

vehicles and land-side operations. Hence, integrating transhipment processes is 

imperative for a fully automated container terminal. This thesis aims to study an 

integrated process and develop practically deployable strategies and algorithms, with 

the practical example of the Patrick AutoStrad container terminal, located in Brisbane, 

Australia. 

 

The thesis first formulates two mathematical models: The Comprehensive Model is an 

analytical optimisation model which integrates the quay-side, yard and land-side 

operational sub-problems of the Patrick AutoStrad container terminal. Derived from the 

comprehensive model, the Job Scheduling Model is formulated to focus on the 

optimisation of job scheduling, as job scheduling plays a more important role than path 

planning, and resource utilisation and port operation are more dependent on job 

scheduling. 

 

To solve the Comprehensive Model, a job grouping approach is proposed for solving 

the integrated problem, and experimental results show that the job grouping approach 

can effectively improve the time related performance of planning container transfers. 

Solving the Job Scheduling Model using a global optimisation approach is expected to 

provide higher productivity in automated container terminals. Hence, a modified 

genetic algorithm is proposed for solving the job scheduling problem derived from the 

integrated mathematical model of container transfers. Moreover, the live testing results 

show that the proposed algorithm can effectively reduce the overall time-related cost of 

container transfers at the automated container terminal. 

 

Last but not least, a new crossover approach is proposed in order to further improve the 

solution quality based on the modified genetic algorithm, and it can also be directly 
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applied in solving the generic multiple travelling salesmen problem using the two-part 

chromosome genetic algorithm. The experimental results also show that the proposed 

crossover approach statistically outperforms the existing approaches when solving the 

job scheduling problem and the standard multiple travelling salesmen problem.  
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Nomenclature 

Indices: 

 

v   index of the ASC. 

q    index of the QC. 

g    index of the TK. 

j   index of the job. 

n   index of the positional node which indicates a position on the map. 

l   index of the link between positional nodes on the map. 

s   index of the schedule. Each schedule contains a list of jobs which need 

to be finished in order, and each schedule can be assigned to any ASC, 

but one schedule cannot be shared by multiple ASCs. It is not a 

complete solution, but it can be a possible sub-solution for some jobs. 

 

Sets: 

 

V    set of all ASCs, V  is the total number of ASCs in the fleet. 

Q    set of all QCs, Q  is the total number of QCs. 

G    set of all TKs, G  is the total number of TKs. 

J   set of all jobs, J  is the total number of jobs. 

HJ   set of jobs with high priority for scheduling and these jobs usually are 

time critical or considered as urgent tasks and HJ J⊂ . 

S    set of all schedules.  
YJ    set of yard-to-yard jobs. 

vδ    planned trajectory of ASC ( v ) including the travelling nodes and 

associated times. Please refer to Section 3.4.1 for more detail. 

N    set of all positional nodes, N  is the total number of nodes in the map. 

L    set of all links, L  is the total number of links on the map. 
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Vectors: 

 

sJ   vector of jobs in schedule s . That is, a list of jobs that will be done by 

an ASC in the defined order. 
D
qJ    vector of jobs associated with discharging QC q . 

U
qJ    vector of jobs associated with uploading QC q . 

E
gJ    vector of jobs associated with exporting TK g . 

I
gJ    vector of jobs associated with importing TK g . 

G
vJ   vector of potential jobs grouped by ( v ). 

( )lockN n  vector of locked nodes associated with the node ( n )  of an ASC to 

prevent all vehicle collisions. 

 

Parameters: 

 

qm    the total number of discharging containers for QC q. 

qn    the total number of uploading containers for QC q. 

ge   the total number of containers for exporting TK g. 

gr    the total number of containers for importing TK g. 

I
vp    the initial position of ASC v. 

ab   parameter for defining pick-up job sequence. { }0,1 : ( )ab = a,b∀ . Let 

1=ab if and only if job a needs to be picked up before job b is picked up, 

else 0=ab . 

ab   parameter for defining set-down job sequence. { }0,1 : ( )ab = a,b∀ .  

Let 1=ab  if and only if job a needs to be set-down before job b is set-

down, else 0=ab . 

ju   the pick-up position of job j. The position is generated by the yard 

management system. 

jd   the set-down position of job j. The position is generated by the yard 

management system. 
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jsy  a binary parameter. 1jsy = if and only if the candidate schedule s has job j, 

otherwise 0jsy = . 

0t   plan starting time.  

pickuptΔ   time required for an ASC to pick up a container. 

setdowntΔ   time required for an ASC to set down a container. 

acctΔ  time associated with acceleration of an ASC moving from zero velocity 

to maximum (constant) velocity. 

dectΔ  time associated with deceleration of an ASC from its maximum 

(constant) velocity to zero velocity. 
QCtΔ    the turnaround time of each QC unloading/uploading a single container. 
TKtΔ   the turnaround time of an ASC performing TK importing/exporting for a 

single container within the TK area. 

D
qt   the starting time of QC q operations (discharging/unloading) which is 

predefined a priori as part of the QC schedule. For each discharging QC 

we assume that no container from QC q can be picked up by an ASC at 

the buffer before the time ( D
qt + QCtΔ ). 

U
qt   the starting time of QC q operations (uploading) which is predefined a 

priori as part of the QC schedule. For each uploading QC we assume 

that no container can be set-down at buffer by an ASC before the time 

( U
qt + QCtΔ ). 

E
gt   the starting time of TK g operations (exporting) which is predefined a 

priori as part of the TK schedule. For each exporting TK we assume that 

no container from TK g can be picked up by an ASC at the TK gate 

before the time ( E
gt + TKtΔ ). 

I
gt   the starting time of TK g operations (importing) which is predefined a 

priori as part of the TK schedule. For each importing TK we assume that 

no container from TK g can be set-down by an ASC at the TK gate 

before the time ( I
gt + TKtΔ ). 

ozw   the minimum theoretical travel time between node o  and node z . A 

look-up table built based on Dijkstra’s algorithm is used for all 

positional nodes. 
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R
jσ  the predefined parameter which specifies the container door alignment at 

the setdown node ( jd  ) for job ( j ). Let R
jσ =1 if the container door is 

aligned, otherwise R
jσ =0. Here, {0,1}R

jσ ∈ , depending on the actual job 

type. 
S
jσ  the predefined parameter which specifies the container door’s initial 

alignment at the pickup node ( ju  ) for job ( j ).Let S
jσ =1 if the container 

door is aligned, otherwise S
jσ =0. Here, {0,1}S

jσ ∈ , depending on the 

actual job type. 

ijf  a flip flag of each physical link which relates the container alignment 

during traversal of the link. Let 1ijf = if container alignment is changed 

when an ASC carrying a container from node ( i N∈ ) to node ( j N∈ ), 

otherwise 0ijf = . The flip flag of each link is encoded within the map. 

abcψ  Patrick yard predefined traversal information between ( a b c→ → ).  Let 

1abcψ =  if an ASC needs to decelerate and adjust direction and then 

accelerate for traversing from node a  to node c  via node b , otherwise, 

0abcψ = . This information is encoded within the map. 

jε  the minimum theoretical processing time based on Dijkstra’s algorithm 

(from pickup to setdown) for job ( j ). 
 

 

Decision variables: 

 

vsX   binary decision variable. 1vsX = if and only if the candidate schedule s is 

selected for ASC v, otherwise 0vsX = . 

S
jT    the planned start time of job j. 

F
jT    the planned finish time of job j. 

DS
qT   the planned time to pick-up the final container for discharging QC q. 

UF
qT    the planned time to set-down the final container for uploading QC q. 

ES
gT    the planned time to pick-up the final container for exporting TK g. 

IF
gT   the planned time to set-down the final container for importing TK g. 
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Dependent variables 

 

( )vP t   position of ASC ( v ) at time (t t0), according to the trajectory planning.  

F
jσ  dependent variable which is the final box alignment associated with the 

trajectory planning of job ( j ), and {0,1}F
jσ ∈ . 
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